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NO:AP1101-2 V.1 

Release Note for Vigor2830 Series 
 

Firmware Version: 3.8.8.3 

Release Type: Normal 

Applied Models: Vigor2830Vn-plus/Vigor2830n-plus (Dual Band - 2.4G/5G) 

Vigor2830 series is an ADSL2+ router. It integrates IP layer QoS, NAT session/bandwidth 

management to help users control works well with large bandwidth. The gigabit WAN2 and 4-port 

gigabit LAN switch facilitates unified communication applications in business CO/remote site to 

handle large data from subscribed fatter pipe. 

In addition, Vigor2830 series supports USB interface for connecting USB printer to share printer or 

USB storage device for sharing files. Vigor2830 series provides two-level management to simplify 

the configuration of network connection. The user operation allows user accessing into WEB 

interface via simple configuration. However, if users want to have advanced configurations, they 

can access into WEB interface through administration operation. 

 File and Modem Code 

(1)For Annex A Model, (Dual Band) 

 "v2830_a_3883" is used for modem code 211011(Standard).  

 "v2830_a1_3883" is used for modem code 211801.  

 "v2830_a2_3883" is used for modem code 2121501.  

 "v2830_a3_3883" is used for modem code 2211201.  

 "v2830_a4_3883" is used for modem code 232201 (recommended for UK-SEG 

only) 

 "v2830_a5_3883" is used for modem code 243601. 

 "v2830_a6_3883" is used for modem code 243701. 

 "v2830_a7_3883" is used for modem code 2431301. 

 "v2830_a8_3883" is used for modem code 244001. 

 "v2830_a9_3883" is used for modem code 2471201. 

 "v2830_a10_3883" is used for modem code 252901. 

(2)For Annex B Model, (Dual Band) 

 "v2830_b_3883" is used for modem code 2111112. (Standard) 

 "v2830_b1_3883" is used for modem code 2111302 (recommended for Czech only) 

 "v2830_b2_3883" is used for modem code 2121302.(recommended for Slovakia 

only) 
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 "v2830_b4_3883" is used for modem code 214702.  

 "v2830_b5_3883" is used for modem code 2111312. 

 "v2830_b6_3883" is used for modem code 215202. 

 "v2830_b7_3883" is used for modem code 246302.  

New Features  

 None. 

Improvement 
 Improved: Enhanced the security on the web server. 

 Improved: Modifications on DrayOS to meet the GDPR. 

 Corrected: Unable to make network connection based on WAN IPv4 PPP mode. 

Known Issue 

 None 
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